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Recent mountaineering activity in the southern regions of Turkey have
centred around two principal areas, the Ala Dag just north of Adana

and the mountain ranges around Antalya, the Bey and Dedigol Daglari's.
At this time, access to the Cilo Dag remains difficult given its proximity to
the Kurdish areas in the north of Iraq.

AlaDag
The history of technical mountaineering exploration in the Ala Dag is quite
curious in that it seems to have taken place in waves of exploration usually
driven by climbers from single countries. In the 1930s, climbers from the
Klagenfurt section of the Austrian Alpine Club were dominant. The British
then followed this during the war years, with climbers including AC
members Hodgkin, Hurst and Peck. The 1950s saw the return of the
Austrians before Royal Air Force mountain rescue teams from Cyprus and
British university mountaineering clubs then dominated the 1960s. The
1970s brought Polish, German, Italian and Turkish climbers in the
development push and then there followed a 20-year period when the
mountains were left predominantly to the local climbing community who
added many first winter ascents.

However, in recent years Italian climbers have taken up the challenge,
adding a series of long and very hard routes, often using bolted protection.
These climbers include Rolando Larcher, Maurizio Oviglia, Helmut
Gargitter and Pauli Trenkwalder, all of whom have been putting up long
hard routes around the world, including Italy, Jordan and Morocco, over
the years. Their style often provides bolt-protected routes but they are
extremely hard and run-out in places.

In 2005, Larcher, Oviglia and Michele Paissan put up a hard route on
the E face of Demirkazik (3757m), one of the major peaks of the range.
The route Uc Muz is 650m long and has a crux of 8a with obligatory climbing
to 7b.This group then joined forces with local climbers Recep am:! Zeynep
Ince to attempt a repeat of the 1995 French route on the spire of Parmakkaya
(2880m). They achieved the repeat, but only after an upgrade from 6c to
7b and with an appreciation of some very run-out climbing. They then
added a new route to the E face of the tower with Mezza Luna Nascente,
nOm 7c with obligatory 7a climbing.

In June 2006 Gargitter and Trenkwalder were on the E face of Parmakkaya,
adqing Orient, a 230m 7b with obligatory 7a climbing. This route lies
immediately left of the Italian route of Mezza Luna Nascente.
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August 2006 saw the following routes added to the GuvercinIik peaks in
the Emil valley. On the W face of the Lower Guvercinlik Peak (3000m),
Larcher and Oviglia added Come to Dervish, a 600m 7b climb with obligatory
climbing at 7a. Swiss climbers had attempted this line two years earlier.
The climb has six of its 13 pitches graded 7a or harder. Having put the
route up over four days with the assistance of local climber Recep Ince,
Larcher and Oviglia then returned three days later to free the entire route.
This route lies to the left of a line believed to have been climbed by Czech
climbers.

Whilst Larcher and Oviglia were creating this extremely hard route, their
travelling companions Mauro Florit and Marco Sterni added a further three
long routes on the surrounding peaks. They began on the E face of Yeniceri
Dagi (3073m), adding Dcio Muli, a 210m 6+. They then turned their
attention to the Guvercinlik peaks, and on the possibly unclimbed Middle
GuvercinIik Peak (314Sm) they put up Italian Classic, a 600m 6+ on the W
face, before turning to the Upper Guvercinlik Peak (3183m) to add
Remembering 1955, a SOOm 6+ on itsW face.

Further information can be gained from incerecep@yahoo.com. It would
seem that this type of climbing has endless possibilities in this mountain
range.

The party of four then finished their trip off with first ascents of a number
of short sport routes to 7c in the Kazikli valley.

Dedigol Daglari
This range of peaks has always been a mystery. Basically, you cannot see
the main walls from any road despite them being the biggest sweep of
limestone in the region between Konya and Antalya. The mystery started
when David Lucas published a partial picture of the wall but was unwilling
to divulge its location. Susie Sammut and Geoff Hornby then spent three
days driving every possible road and track in the region until they found
themselves staring at the base of the wall beneath storm clouds.

Following traditional climbing ethics (leaving nothing but abseil tat),
Hornby and Sammut opened their account, in 2002, with the first ascent of
the Lightning Pillar on the W face. This 330m TD 6 (HVS Sb) was named
after the incredible weather conditions that this mountain seems to generate.
The weather systems boiling up over the coast slam into the wall and create
violent lightning storms. In any three-day period one can expect two violent
storms and a third day lost to rain. The forest beneath the wall often has
burning trees in the dawn following a storm.

During this visit Hornby and Samrnut met Antalya activist Ozturk Kayicki
who was busy working on a fantastic sport route on the big sweep of slabs.
Whilst there, Ozturk with his wife and a friend were caught by a storm and
they dropped all metal items before sheltering under three different trees.
Two of the trees were then hit by lightning. Be warned!



136. Peter Bishop on the first ascent of Adam's Rib. (Geoff Horn by)

Hornby and Sammut returned in 2004 with Peter Bishop to add the Freya
Face up the right edge of the big sweep of slabs and through the head wall
above, 800m and TDinf, and then Adam's Rib 280m and TDinf, up the
beautiful pillar at the right edge of the wall.

The next year Hornby returned with Brian Davison and added a further
three routes. On the lower tier at the left end of the wall they put up Royal
Flush, 175m TDinf, and then immediately left of the big sweep of slabs
Hidden Pillar 365m and D Sup.
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137. South and east faces of Dedigol Daglari, showing route lines of
Freya Face (left) and Adam's Rib (right). (Geoff Hornby)

Brian Davison closed his visit with a free solo of Via Davison a 300m
grade 4 on the SW face.

Whilst on the hidden pillar they noticed a number of new bolts rising up
the wall to the left and also to the right. Walking along the base of the wall,
further bolt lines were identified and subsequent enquiries have identified
that Michel Piola and friends, often with Ozturk, have made over a dozen
long bolt-protected routes on the wall. Until the local village have agreed
to allow further access, Piola has asked that his routes be left unrecorded.

Access to the Dedigol is invariably going to be made through Antalya
and it has always surprised me that the plethora of limestone walls along
the coast to the west have not received much attention from climbers in the
past. Today, climbers flock to the sport-climbing complex near Geyikbayiri,
north-west of Antalya (see Climb Magazine No. 14). This complex is called
JoSiTo's after the names of the three Munich climbers who run the venue.
The mountains of the Bey Daglari are clearly visible to the south.
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Bey Daglari
The obvious and stunning peak of Sivridag (Sharp Mountain), the triangular
peak immediately west of Antalya, has been the home for some of Antalya's
climbing over the years. The 650m-high E face boasts two routes of old
known as the Beginners Route and the Experts Route. The Beginners takes a
slanting line up a fault on the right side of the face at 3/3+, whilst the
Experts takes a direct line up the middle left side of the face up steady grade
4/4+ ground.

In 2002 Susie Sammut and Geoff Hornby started by climbing the ridge
line up the right edge of the face, which most probably had been climbed
before, giving short steps of 4 for almost 1OOOm of climbing and scrambling.
They then climbed a direct line up the face, right of the Experts Route and
starting from the top of the peg-scarred cracked slab leaning against the
base of the wall. Palestine, 650m TD 6, was climbed in 2002 with an exit
traversing right to the ridge line and then repeated by the same pair in 2004
direct to the summit ridge.

During their 2002 ascent, Hornby and Sammut met with local climbers
from Antalya University who were starting up the Experts route with full
bivouac equipment. These climbers confirmed that their records only
showed the existence of the Experts and Beginners routes.

Hornby and Sammut then climbed Scimitar, 205m D Sup 5, climbing the
wall directly below the end of the Beginners.

In 2005, Hornby returned with Brian Davison to climb the big wall directly
west of Gedelme village. The E face of Kandilcik T South was attempted
in 2004 by Hornby with Susie Sammut, but after climbing the first and
hardest pitch in temperaturesof more than 40°C they abseiled off. Davison
and Hornby completed the route in cooler conditions to provide The Pillar
of Alcatus 755m and TD Sup 6+ (E2). The route was about 250m longer
than expected and the easier upper ground proved to be harder, bolder and
more taxing. Hornby was thankful that he had not continued in 2004 under
those conditions. The descent, too, proved extremely arduous.

The route was named in honour of Alcatus, one of Alexander the Great's
generals. Whilst Alcatus and the army marched up through the mountains
and beneath the Kandilcik wall, Alexander led his court and bodyguards
straight along the coast as a short cut. When, just before Sivridag, they
were faced with deep water around a headland, the wind suddenly rose
and blew the water away from the cliffs, allowing them a dry passage.
Hornby subsequently swam around this headland confirming that the water
is about six metres deep - some wind eh!
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